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Abstract. Strategic decision processes are traditionally thought to af-
fect an organization’s long-term success, motivating the development of
strategy analysis tools. But ordinary strategy analysis tools have been
criticized on several grounds, such as the neglect of organizational context
and ill-defined concepts. This paper explores whether enterprise models
can provide a richer foundation for strategic analysis, intending to lay
the ground for the development of a modeling language. Specifically, the
paper analyzes key concepts of traditional strategy analysis tools, recon-
structs these concepts in the form of a meta model, and demonstrates
integration potentials with enterprise models. The paper closes with im-
plications and lessons learned for future research.
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1 Introduction

It is traditionally thought that “to forecast and provide means examining the
future and drawing up the plan of action” is a prime responsibility of the man-
ager [1, p. 5]. With the publication of Ansoff’s Corporate Strategy [2] and An-
drews’ The Concept of Corporate Strategy [3], related processes have come to
be placed predominantly under the heading of strategic planning and strategic
decision processes. In the light of an on-going digital transformation, these pro-
cesses seem more relevant than ever. New, sometimes disruptive technologies
may emerge at any time, rapidly replacing established products. But while en-
vironmental contingencies motivate strategic planning, they also represent its
key challenge. In the face of an uncertain future, the meaningfulness of detailed
planning at a top level has long been questioned—to the extent that the ‘Fall of
Strategic Planning’ has been posited two decades ago [4].

The complexity, contingency, and ambivalence of strategic problems motivate
the use of approaches that facilitate the systematic analysis of a company’s situa-
tion and the construction and assessment of strategic courses of action—without
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imposing too rigid constraints on future actions. Starting from this assumption, a
variety of strategy analysis tools have been devised in the past decades. Examples
include the Balanced Scorecard [5], the Five Forces framework [6], and Portfo-
lio Analysis. However, while remaining popular, these tools exhibit remarkable
shortcomings. For instance, important organizational context is neglected. This
comes at a price of increased difficulty when interpreting a strategic plan and
the danger of divergent interpretations. Furthermore, essential concepts (e.g.,
‘perspective’ or ‘activity’) remain too ambiguous, underspecified, or even mis-
leading. Finally, extant strategy analysis tools do not account for the peculiarities
of information technology (IT), treating it largely as a black box.

Enterprise models provide detailed organizational context relevant to and
necessary for strategic planning [7, 8]. Specifically, enterprise models allow to
identify enablers and inhibitors of strategic change in an organization at a de-
tailed level, in particular concerning the interplay of business patterns and infor-
mation systems. Thus, they provide a promising foundation to support strate-
gic decision processes in a methodical way. However, even elaborate enterprise
modeling methods such as ArchiMate [9], Multi-perspective Enterprise Model-
ing (MEMO) [8], or For Enterprise Modeling (4EM) [7] do not offer nuanced
concepts to describe and (re-)assess corporate strategies, and they lack compre-
hensive support for the task of strategic planning. Some conceptual modeling
methods to analyze strategic issues have been proposed (e.g., [10]). But these
are not meant as extensions to comprehensive enterprise modeling methods.

The purpose of this paper is to prepare the design of a DSML in support
of strategic planning using enterprise models. Specifically, the contribution of
this paper is threefold. First, we analyze traditional strategy analysis tools and
critically reconstruct their concepts. This approach is based on the assumption
that before reshaping or developing new concepts, it is reasonable to consider
and critically review what concepts are well-accepted in practice. Second, we
demonstrate how the reconstructed concepts relate to, and can be integrated
with, an existing enterprise modeling method. Third, we discuss prospects and
limitations of the identified concepts and outline routes for future research.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we consider theoretical ground-
work, before analyzing selected strategy analysis tools in Sect. 3. Key concepts
of these tools are reconstructed in Sect. 4, in which we also illustrate and discuss
integration points with enterprise models. We provide closing remarks in Sect. 5.

2 Theoretical Background: Strategies and Decisions

In order to prepare our analysis and reconstruction of existing strategy analysis
tools, this section provides a brief synthesis of theoretical arguments centering
around the notions of ‘strategy’ and ‘decision’ in the literature.

The Notion of Strategy. One of the first works in management literature
explicitly referring to the term ‘strategy’ was Strategy and Structure by Chan-
dler [11]. Since then, a large body of literature on the subject emerged (e.g.,
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[2], [12], [4], and [13]), producing a wide range of definitions of the term ‘strat-
egy’. Chandler, for instance, defines strategy as “the determination of the basic
longterm goals and objectives of an enterprise and the adoption of courses of ac-
tion and the allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these goals” [11,
p. 13]. For Hofer, a strategy is “concerned with the development of a viable
match between the opportunities and risks present in the external environment
and the organizations capabilities and resources for exploiting these opportuni-
ties” [14, p. 3]. In these interpretations, the term strategy is mostly prescriptive in
nature, and based on the presumption of a formal, systematic planning process.
Further, these definitions indicate a core set of domain-specific terms—including
‘goal’, ‘resource’, and ‘external environment’—without which it seems hard to
communicate about the concept of strategy.

However, the traditional view of strategic planning has been subject to con-
siderable critique (see, e.g., [4, pp. 110–111]). In later work, therefore, varied
other research branches emerged in the literature. One branch, although still
accepting basic assumptions of traditional planning, pays less attention to a for-
malized planning process and more strongly focuses on the contents of a strategy
(such as competition, resources, and competencies; e.g., [12]). Another branch,
for example, is concerned with how strategies actually form. This branch, de-
scriptive in nature, places emphasis on concepts like ‘organizational learning’ or
‘strategic thought’ (e.g., [15], [16] and [17]). In line with the indicated variety, a
paradigm change is observable since the 1990s, from the belief in one ‘true’ def-
inition towards a pluralistic view where strategy is seen as a multi-dimensional
construct whose understanding depends on the perspective(s) taken [18].

Strategic Decision Processes. Although there are many views of what a ‘strat-
egy’ entails in particular, one of the most common ways to frame the processes
in which strategies are devised is as strategic decision processes (see, e.g., [19]).
Just as for the concept of ‘strategy’, different views on decisions have been ad-
vanced. A traditional view, found in major parts of decision research, states
that the “one essential element of a decision is the existence of alternatives [...],
a choice to make” [20, p. 2]. In this view, the “rational” decision maker’s task
is often seen to consist in choosing among given alternatives so that given goals
are attained to the highest degree possible (see, e.g., [21, pp. 79–109]).

However, it follows from the above account of ‘strategy’ that a purely choice-
centric view is incomplete. First, it disregards the observation that often, in con-
sidering strategic courses of action, there are no or only few ‘alternatives’ given
at the outset (e.g., [22, pp. 251, 255–256] [2, pp. 15–16]). Instead, there is a need
to search for, or construct, possible alternatives (e.g., [2, pp. 15–16] [23, p. 58]).
This is considered in a process view of decision making. In this view, it has
been observed that strategic decision processes are typically time-consuming
and highly fragmented [19, p. 46] [24, pp. 203–205], “taking years and involving
many members of the organization” [23, p. 60]. In particular, the construction of
alternatives has been recognized as important; “a great deal of effort goes into
the development of solutions, especially design activity, since solutions must
often be custom made” [23, p. 61]. In this connection, research has also high-
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lighted the close connection between organizational decision making and problem
solving (e.g., [25, pp. 855–856] [26, p. 321]). A problem solving view empha-
sizes that decision processes are largely concerned with analyzing, constructing,
interpreting, and revising representations of the (problem) situation in ques-
tion [26, p. 321–324]. Specifically, it has been suggested that strategic problems
are “ill-structured, nonroutine, and complex” [27, p. 379–380]. Similarly, strat-
egy has also been claimed to be a ‘wicked’ problem, which “has innumerable
causes, is tough to describe, and doesn’t have a right answer” [28, p. 100]. In
sum, (strategic) decision processes need to incorporate, rather than presuppose,
the construction of problem definitions, goals, and alternatives [26, p. 321–324].

3 Strategy Analysis Tools: Overview and Assessment

As strategic decision-making requires to structure and interpret rich and am-
biguous (problem) situations, it comes at no surprise that numerous analysis
tools have been proposed to support this task (for an overview, see, e. g., [29]).
In this section, we conceptually analyze five widely discussed and applied tools
to identify their inherent domain-specific concepts. This study is meant to help
prepare the design of a future DSML in which refined or extended versions of
the identified concepts might appear to support strategic decision processes.

Taking into account studies on the dissemination of analysis tools in practice
[30] [31] [32], five tools have been selected as a starting point: SWOT analysis,
Portfolio Analysis, the Balanced Score Card, Porter’s Value Chain, and his Five
Forces framework. The selection is neither exhaustive nor representative, but the
selected tools have certainly received widespread recognition and are assumed to
indicate concepts that are in common use in the domain of discourse. Following
a synoptic overview of each strategy analysis tool that outlines its purpose and
key concepts (Sect. 3.1), we assess the suitability of the tools and their concepts
with regard to devising a DSML (Sect. 3.2). To improve clarity, identified key
concepts will appear in italics. Common visualizations for each tool are shown
in Fig. 1, alongside semantic nets summarizing the distilled key concepts.

3.1 Synoptic Overview of Selected Strategy Analysis Tools

SWOT Analysis. Although its origin remains unclear, SWOT analysis started
to gain traction in the 1960s with its inclusion in textbooks at Harvard Business
School [33]. SWOT analysis is based on a simple idea: to start devising basic
strategic directions, it is useful to assess the internal and external context of the
firm in a contrasting way [34, p. 342]. For this purpose, SWOT analysis builds
on a small number of key concepts. ‘Strength’ and ‘Weakness’ are intended to
capture abilities and limitations of a company and are interpreted as ‘Internal
Factors’. ‘Opportunity’ and ‘Threat’ serve to analyze a firm’s environment with
respect to either new possibilities or obstructions for current ways of doing busi-
ness. They are interpreted as ‘External Factors’. Implicit in this structure is also
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the idea of a ‘Positive Valence’ or a ‘Negative Valence’ ascribed to each factor.
SWOT analysis is typically visualized in the form of a 2x2 grid (Fig. 1, pt. 1a).

Portfolio Analysis is used to consider the allocation of resources to different
strategic areas [34, pp. 347–349]. At its core, it is even more generic than SWOT
analysis. In essence, portfolio analysis advises to place concrete ‘Values’ for a
‘Strategic Object’ of a ‘Portfolio’ along two specific ‘Dimensions’ (see Fig. 1,
pt. 2a). This general idea can be illustrated by means of one of its more popular
variants, the Boston Consulting Group Matrix (BCG Matrix) [34, pp. 353–363].
The ‘Strategic Object’ of analysis here is a strategic business unit (SBU) or a
product. The first dimension is market growth, supposed to express the attrac-
tiveness of a ‘Market’. The second dimension is relative market share, assumed
to represent the competitiveness of the ‘Strategic Object’. The BCG approach (as
other variants of portfolio analysis) advises to divide the overall portfolio area
into different ‘Quadrants’, where each ‘Quadrant’ is linked to a different ‘Norm
Strategy’ (an idealized recommended strategy formulation) [34, pp. 353–363].

The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) has been developed by Kaplan and Norton as
a “mechanism for strategy implementation” [35, pp. 37–38]. The BSC is based
on several assumptions [5,36]. First, corporate strategy and vision are essentially
considered in terms of interlinked ‘Objectives’. To assess the attainment of ‘Ob-
jectives’, it is suggested to define (quantifiable) ‘Measures’ for all objectives [5].
Second, it is assumed that a strategy can (and should) cover objectives assigned
to different ‘Perspectives’. An essential contribution of the BSC is the differ-
entiation of financial and non-financial perspectives. The original BSC includes
four perspectives: ‘Financial’, ‘Customer’, ‘Internal Processes’, and ‘Learning
& Growth’. Third, the BSC assumes ‘causal’ relationships among objectives in
the sense that the attainment of ‘Objectives’ from non-financial perspectives
is assumed to contribute to achieving ‘Objectives’ in the financial perspective,
meant to capture organizational performance [34, p. 221]. In a later version [35],
two further concepts are added: ‘Targets’ describe concrete values to be reached
for a given ‘Measure’, while ‘Initiatives’ describe courses of action intended to
achieve ‘Targets’. Fig. 1, pt. 3a, shows a typical visualization of the BSC.

The Value Chain (VC) was proposed by Porter [37]. Its main objective is
to assist in identifying (possible) competitive advantages of a firm by focusing
on its presumed value creation [34, p. 305]. The main concept ‘Value Chain’ is
decomposed into so-called ‘Activities’. These represent a functional abstraction;
temporal aspects are not accounted for. ‘Activities’ are distinguished into ‘Pri-
mary Activities’ (directly contributing to value creation) and ‘Support Activities’
(needed to perform primary activities) [34, p. 307]. The prototypical definition of
a Value Chain includes a fixed set of five ‘Primary Activities’ and four ‘Support
Activities’, shown in Fig. 1, pt. 4a. When using a ‘Value Chain’, it is suggested
to reflect on how each ‘Activity’ is, and could possible be, decomposed in more
detail. In line with Porter’s general positioning view [37], competitive advantages
are hypothesized to result from how the performance of ‘Activities’ compares
to competitors (or an industry average) in the same market [34, p. 308]. The
configuration of all ‘Activities’, finally, is assumed to affect the overall ‘Margin’.
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The Five Forces framework has also been proposed by Porter [6,38]. In con-
trast to the Value Chain, this framework more explicitly concentrates on the
industry environment. The basic assumption is that an interplay of five forces
determines an industry’s intensity of competition and, as a result, potentials for
generating profits [34, p. 311]. Accordingly, the core concept is ‘Force’. More
specifically, Porter posits the existence of five kind of forces [6, 38]: (1) The
threat of ‘New Entrants’ (affected by, e.g., market entry barriers like needed
production technologies); (2) the threat of ‘Substitutes’ (affected by the avail-
ability of alternatives for a firm’s products or services, like new technologies);
(3) the ‘Bargaining Power of Suppliers’ and (4) the ‘Bargaining Power of Cus-
tomers’ (affected by, e.g., the number of possible suppliers or customers, respec-
tively), and (5) ‘Industry Rivalry’ (affected by the combined strength of the
other forces) [38]. Considering these forces, Porter suggests to position a “com-
pany where the forces are the weakest” [6, p. 24]. Porter also provides a list of
factors assumed to influence the strength of the different forces, alongside vari-
ous guidelines on how to react to certain force constellations. When using this
tool, it is customary to draw on a representation as shown in Fig. 1, pt. 5a [6].

3.2 Assessment: Conceptual Suitability for Enterprise Modeling

All of the analysis tools portrayed above have been discussed in the literature
for long. In these discussions, they have been subject to fundamental criticism.
Generally, they have been criticized for simplifying a complex ‘strategic prob-
lem’ (cf. Sect. 2) to an unacceptable degree by fading out important contextual
aspects [39, 40]. Fundamental criticism also pertains to questionable epistemo-
logical assumptions underlying the tools. For instance, it is seen as a misconcep-
tion to assume cause-and-effect relationships between financial and non-financial
measures, as is suggested by [5,35] (for a discussion, see [41]). Beyond such gen-
eral criticism, devising modeling concepts in the context of enterprise modeling
comes with specific requirements concerning conceptual clarity. Below, therefore,
we assess the suitability of the analysis tools’ specification of key concepts as well
as the proposed (or missing) abstractions in respect of the design of a DSML.

It applies to all analysis tools that key concepts are not precisely, i.e., un-
equivocally, let alone formally, defined. The intended meaning of concepts as well
as their intended usage in the context of an analysis tool is typically described
in natural language and illustrated by a few examples which leaves room for
unintended interpretation. Important concepts such as ‘value’ or ‘strength’ are
not defined at all, consequently referring to a colloquial understanding. Resolv-
ing the resulting ambiguities during conceptual reconstruction is not trivial, not
only because of careless concept definitions and the difficulties resulting from
reconstructing implicit (potentially intended) meaning from natural language
descriptions, but also because of the peculiarities of a contingent subject.

It is characteristic for the studied tools that their core concepts reflect the
perspective of top management, that is, a high level of abstraction where most
details are faded out on purpose. However, oftentimes it is important to develop
a more detailed appreciation of selected aspects. For example, when reflecting
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about possible (strategic) paths to achieve desired goals, it is necessary to con-
sider actors, resources, IT, and related aspects. Also, to develop a grounded
assessment of internal processes, it oftentimes appears mandatory to analyze
aspects of the control flow or the resource consumption. However, none of the
investigated tools provides concepts for supporting analyses at that level of de-
tail. Moreover, none of the tools provides an elaborate conception of the IT
infrastructure which, if it is accounted for at all, is represented as a black box.

A particular challenge for conceptual reconstruction of the studied tools re-
sults from a lack of explicit abstraction. For example, it remains unclear whether
‘primary activity’ and ‘support activity’ in the Value Chain are meant to be
instances of a meta concept ‘activity’ or rather sub-concepts. Furthermore, con-
cepts such as ‘objective’, ‘activity’, and ‘dimension’ are introduced without defin-
ing a level of classification. For specifying a DSML, however, it is essential to
make an informed design decision at which language level to provide a concept
(e.g., at type, meta type, or even a higher level). Arriving at such a decision
is not trivial for many of the identified concepts (e.g., what is an instance of a
‘dimension’, and how can a type of a ‘dimension’ be meaningfully specified?).

4 A Conceptual Reconstruction in the Context of
Enterprise Modeling

The previous analysis has brought to the fore a number of concepts for strate-
gic analyses. The discussion has also indicated a number of shortcomings of the
considered tools. To prepare the development of a DSML to support strategic
decision processes in future work, we aim to reconstruct and integrate the dis-
tilled concepts in a meta model in this section. In doing so, we also intend to
place the reconstructed concepts in the context of an existing enterprise mod-
eling method, seeking to outline integration possibilities with concepts already
available. This exercise is intended to help clarify two questions. First, we wish to
analyze whether embedding concepts of selected strategy analysis tools in tradi-
tional enterprise modeling languages can provide a meaningful basis to support
strategic decision processes. Second, we would like to examine whether the design
of language concepts for strategic analyses is associated with specific challenges.

We will first describe the procedure followed (Sect. 4.1), before presenting the
meta model (Sect. 4.2). Following this, we will discuss resulting insights and point
out prospects and challenges for a future development of a DSML (Sect. 4.3). To
illustrate the integration possibilities with existing enterprise modeling methods,
we will draw on a method for multi-perspective enterprise modeling (MEMO) [8].
This enterprise modeling method is selected because it has been found to feature
an especially comprehensive set of modeling concepts [42].

4.1 Background and Procedure

In order to arrive at a meta model that couches the identified concepts in the
context of enterprise modeling, we conducted several steps. In a first step, we
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prepared a straightforward representation of identified concepts using semantic
nets (Fig. 1, part b). Subsequently, we merged the initial semantic nets into a
single coherent semantic net and refined it successively by adding detail, remov-
ing conceptual redundancies, and identifying abstractions (e.g., generalizations).
The final semantic net served as a foundation for creating a meta model.

To specify the meta model, we used the Flexible Meta-Modeling and Exe-
cution Language (FMMLx) [43]. This language features a recursive language
architecture, enabling an arbitrary number of classification levels. It also includes
‘intrinsic features’ to define (meta) attributes, operations, and associations on
Mn that are to be instantiated at level Mm, where m < n− 1. Intrinsic features
are visually represented by small black squares attached to model elements. For
example, an intrinsic feature reading ‘0’ (e.g., attached to an attribute at M2)
states that the attribute is to be instantiated at level M0 only.

In the design of the meta model, we were immediately confronted with a
number of challenges. First, the design of language concepts generally requires
a decision as to whether a concept should be part of the language (usually, at
M2) or rather be specified with the language (usually, at M1). It does not come
as a surprise the level of classification seems contingent for most reconstructed
concepts. Furthermore, none of the original concepts was defined with properties
that could directly be mapped to attributes. This required us to conceive of
possible useful (example) attributes. The next section will present preliminary
design solutions, identifying implications for future work (discussed in Sect. 4.3).

4.2 Meta Model

As a result of interpreting and refining the semantics nets, a meta model has
been devised that incorporates the concepts extracted from the analysis tools
and integrates them with concepts of MEMO. The meta model is shown in Fig. 2.
The reconstructed concepts have been assigned to four perspectives, indicated
by the gray colored boxes. In addition, blue colored areas are found in which
MEMO concepts are placed that constitute possible integration points for the
perspective in question (an overview of MEMO concepts is found in [8]). Each
perspective encompasses a set of meta types (M2; elements with a black colored
header), reconstructing concepts of one or several analysis tools. To illustrate how
concepts could be enriched as part of a future language, we have defined a number
of example attributes. Further, for most meta types, example instantiations at
type level (M1; elements with a white colored header) and instance level (M0;
gray colored header) have been added to aid the interpretation of the meta types.
This also exemplifies the value of the intrinsic features of the FMMLx, enabling
to clearly define at which level (meta) model elements are to be instantiated.

The first perspective is Internal and External Strategic Assessment, sum-
marizing concepts from SWOT analysis and the Five Forces framework. Central
abstractions here include the abstract concept ‘StrategicFactor’ (M2) and its two
specializations ‘ExternalStrategicFactor’ and ‘InternalStrategicFactorAssessment’.
‘Opportunity’ and Threat’ are specializations of ‘ExternalStrategicFactor’. Be-
cause the Five Forces can be regarded as possible instantiations of ‘Threat’ and
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‘Opportunity’, they do not appear as dedicated concepts in the meta model.
For instance, a ‘Threat’ can be instantiated into a ‘New Entrant’ on M1 and
a concrete entrant on M0 (see Fig. 2). The concepts ‘Strength’ and ‘Weakness’
have been condensed into the concept ‘InternalStrategicFactorAssessment’, lo-
cated on M2. This concept is supposed to serve as an unitary way of evaluating
whether elements in an enterprise are regarded as a ‘Strength’ or a ‘Weakness’.
The auxiliary type ‘OrdAssess’, used here and in other concepts, is meant to pro-
vide an ordinary assessment for such evaluations (e.g., using values from ‘low’ to
‘high’). The perspective Strategic Objects pools concepts drawn from portfolio
analysis, most importantly ‘Portfolio’ and ‘StrategicObject’. In this conceptu-
alization, a ‘Product’ or ‘SBU’ would result as an instantiation at M1, while a
specific product (e.g. ‘TBO-S4’) would be located on M0. Rather than relying on
a generic concept ‘Dimension’, a domain-specific MEMO concept, ‘Indicator’, is
used to arrange ‘StrategicObject’ for purposes of comparison. Furthermore, port-
folio analysis has prompted us to include the concept ‘Market’, as this concept is
often referenced in dimensions to consider ‘StrategicObjects’. However, because
a ‘Market’ is closely related to external factors, it is placed in the perspective
above. The third perspective is called Goals and Initiatives. This perspective
solely includes concepts that have been reconstructed from the BSC. Similarly,
the fourth perspective Organizational Structure and Processes contains concepts
reconstructed from the Value Chain. Note that ‘Activity’ and ‘SubActivity’ are
not identical with the concept of a ‘BusinessProcess’. They instead represent a
functional abstraction, such as ‘Outbound Logistics’ (at level M1; see Fig. 2).

Importantly, for concepts from all perspectives, integration points with ex-
isting MEMO concepts have been identified. These appear in the blue colored
areas. For example, goals occupy a central role in the meta model, represent-
ing the prime integration point for the perspective advocated by the BSC. The
corresponding MEMO language GoalML provides various concepts that can be
mapped directly to BSC concepts (e.g., a BSC ‘Measure’ corresponds to a ‘Sit-
uationalAspect’ in GoalML). Of course, the full MEMO language also provides
a richer way of describing goals than is enabled by the BSC. Similarly, there
are MEMO languages to describe organizational structures and processes (bot-
tom perspective) and decision processes (second perspective). More generally,
when intending to assess reference objects of varied nature (top perspective),
a comprehensive enterprise modeling method would enable to integrate the as-
sessment concepts with diverse concepts to describe elements in an organization.
This could be realized using a placeholder concept such as ‘ReferenceObject’ (see
Fig. 2, top left). For present purposes, MEMO concepts are linked to the recon-
structed concepts only by means of a green colored placeholder association. This
association expresses that a correspondence or relevance exists, but it does not
specify how it should be specified in more detail as part of a future DSML. For
example, it can be found that a ‘SubActivity’ (bottom perspective in Fig. 2) is
generally related to MEMO concepts describing organizational structures (e.g.,
‘OrganizationalUnit’ ) and dynamic abstractions (e.g., ‘BusinessProcess’ ). Disen-
tangling these relations would imply considering associations of different nature,
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such as responsibility and decomposition relations, which further indicates the
level of detail an enterprise modeling context would offer for strategic analyses.
Finally, this same point is also stressed by the fact that the various MEMO
languages are integrated (see the links between the blue colored areas). In con-
sequence, the integration of strategy analysis concepts with enterprise modeling
concepts also establishes a closer connection between the original strategy con-
cepts, potentially enabling a richer way of thinking about the problem domain.

4.3 Discussion: Lessons Learned and Implications

The meta model in the previous section has shown that enterprise modeling
in fact provides a rich conceptual framework into which strategy analysis con-
cepts can be embedded in meaningful ways. Below, we discuss key insights and
implications for future research that have emerged during this conceptual study.

Implicitness of the Strategy Concept. It is an interesting observation that
although all considered tools are intended to aid strategic reflections in one way
or another, no tool introduces an explicit and clear concept of ‘Strategy’. In
consequence, when intending to design a DSML for strategic support, it needs
to be clarified whether it makes sense to specify a distinct ‘Strategy’ modeling
concept at all or whether strategy should be regarded as an abstract notion that
emerges from a set of other modeling concepts. This is related to the next issue.

Conveyed Perspectives. While no considered tool provides an explicit strategy
concept, all of them, by virtue of their tool-specific concepts, convey a specific
notion of what is relevant for strategizing. In general, it can be concluded that
many of these concepts are domain-specific in nature. This contrasts with clas-
sical general-purpose decision modeling approaches, which exclusively provide
generic concepts like ‘alternative’ (see [44]). Two more specific points follow.
First, in line with the theoretical strategy discourse (cf. Sect. 2), it appears that
strategy can in fact be regarded as a multi-perspective construct, irreducible to
a single real-world aspect. Using Berger and Luckmann’s words, strategy might
be understood as “an object of thought” which “becomes progressively clearer
with this accumulation of different perspectives on it” [45, p. 22]. Second, when
thinking about support for strategic decision processes, it follows that each tool
will direct attention at certain real-world aspects and of necessity neglecting oth-
ers. In fact, this is an important pitfall inherent in model-based decision aids in
general (see [46]). The practical implications are significant because, as has been
discussed in Sec. 2, problems considered in strategic decision processes are in
need of constant (re-)interpretation and (re-)formulation. Overreliance on single
tools might thus lead to a neglect of important aspects (for example, a Value
Chain will by definition not be able to systematize strategic goals). In conse-
quence, researchers should devote attention to a modeling language design that
fosters a reflective account of multiple perspectives on strategy and and strategic
problems. At the same time, language concepts for different perspectives should
nonetheless be integrated—to be able to analyze dependencies among them.

Significance of ‘Qualitative’ Aspects. As a further issue, many concepts in
strategic planning seem to resist a convincing characterization through at-
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Fig. 2. Meta model including reconstructed strategy concepts
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tributes. This seems to occur because, from an ontological view, these identi-
fied concepts relate to qualitative judgments rather than to (real-world) objects
whose state can be distinguished. When considering the meta model (Fig. 2),
this is reflected in the many attributes with the data type ‘OrdAssess’, which
is supposed to enable a judgment on an ordinal scale. With respect to language
design, the issue suggests to develop conceptual means that stimulate a critical
review of values assigned to evaluative attributes to avoid misleading models.

Need for Theoretical Reconciliation and Clarity. The analysis has shown that
any attempt to design a DSML for supporting strategic reflections needs to
conduct significant conceptual and theoretical groundwork in advance. First,
this relates to the inherent conceptual vagueness of the domain (cf. Sect. 2 and
3.2). Beyond the examples considered in the meta model (Sect. 2), it would be
necessary to clarify a number of further key terms in the domain (e.g., ‘strategic
plan’). A second implications concerns the clarification of theoretical claims. It
is important to critically consider to what extent theoretical hypotheses in the
strategy literature should be accepted for the desired modeling language.

Tool support. Finally, the meta model indicates how tools for enterprise mod-
elling could be enhanced with components for strategic planning. For this pur-
pose, the multilevel approach used to specify the meta model seems to be es-
pecially promising. Since the underlying architecture allows for a common rep-
resentation of models and code [43], it can be used to integrate an enterprise
modeling environment with enterprise software. Such a ‘self-referential enter-
prise system’ [47] could enable the runtime monitoring of strategy execution.
This would, however, first require to tackle the above-indicated challenges for
the development of a comprehensive DSML to support strategic reflections.

5 Conclusions

Strategic decision processes are thought to significantly affect an organization’s
long-term success, motivating the development of strategy analysis tools. In this
paper, we have conducted a conceptual analysis of popular practical tools, recon-
structing their key concepts in the form of a meta model and exploring potentials
for the integration with enterprise modeling. The study has yielded several con-
tributions. The presented meta model outlines how enterprise modeling could be
enriched with concepts for strategic planning, while conversely showing a way of
augmenting strategy analysis tools with relevant context. Furthermore, the anal-
ysis has revealed a number of challenges as an orientation for the future design
of a DSML to aid strategic decision processes. Our future research agenda covers
several aspects. First, we will (re-)investigate and expand the outlined integra-
tion potentials between strategy analysis tools and enterprise modeling in-depth.
Second, we will conduct a more comprehensive requirements analysis for a DSML
to support strategic planning, considering both the body of theoretical work as
well as practical use case scenarios for strategic analysts, managers, and con-
sultants. Finally, we will investigate the design of software tools to analyze and
simulate possible paths for strategic development using enterprise models.
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